Editing Marks:

\(\checkmark\) -- means put period here.

\(\equiv\) -- means make this letter upper case.

\(\downarrow\) -- means put a comma here.

\(\mathcal{H}\) -- means transpose these words.

\(\mathcal{S}\) -- means make this letter lower case.

\(\mathcal{f}\) -- means put space here to make two words.

\(\mathcal{u}\) -- means close space to make one word.

\(\underline{\text{Congress}}\) -- means start new paragraph here.

\(\underline{\text{Hello}}\) -- means delete this letter or word

\(\underline{\text{Stet}}\) -- means I made a mistake in editing, leave wording like it was.

To say above a word, "sp?" means check the spelling.

When editing, try to eliminate these words and phrases:

I think, I feel

what I want is

You should

the point is

There are, that is, it is

because of the fact that

Some kind of, some type of

in spite of the fact that

Various

it happens that

In order to

the reason is

Due to

the thing is

Very

it would seem that

Real or really

which is, who is

Thing, something, everything

what I am going to do, tell